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A METHOD OF COMPUTER SIMULATION MODELING OF USER AND BOT BEHAVIOR IN A RECOMMENDATION SYSTEM USING THE GRAPH DATABASE NEO4J

The subject matter of the article is the process of computer simulation modeling of complex networks. The goal is to develop a method of computer simulation modeling of ordinary user and bot behavior in a recommendation system based on the theory of complex networks to test the accuracy and robustness of various algorithms for generating recommendations. The tasks to be solved are: to develop a computer simulation model of user and bot behavior in a recommendation system with the ability to generate datasets for testing recommendation generation algorithms. The methods used are: graph theory, theory of complex networks, statistics theory, probability theory, methods of object-oriented programming and methods of working with graph databases. Results. A method of computer simulation modeling of users and objects in a recommender system was proposed, which consists of generating the structure of the social graph of a recommender system and simulating user and bot behavior in it. A series of experiments to test the performance of the developed computer simulation model was carried out. During the experiments, working and testing datasets were generated. Based on the working datasets, the preferences of users by the method of collaborative filtering were predicted. Based on testing datasets, the accuracy of prediction predictions was checked. The results of the experiments showed that the jitter of the investigated values of the Precision, Recall and RMSE of prediction predictions in most practical cases confidently fits within the allowable fluctuation limits, and therefore the users’ behavior in computer simulation model was not random and it real users' behavior with certain preferences was simulated. This confirms the reliability of the developed computer simulation model of a recommendation system. Conclusions. A method of computer simulation modeling of user and bot behavior in a recommendation system, which allows generating datasets for testing the algorithms for generating recommendations, was proposed. The developed method makes it possible to simulate the behavior of both ordinary users and bots, which makes it possible to create datasets for testing the robustness of recommender systems to information attacks, as well as for testing the effectiveness of methods for detecting and neutralizing botnets. The structure of relations between users and objects of the recommender system was modeled using the theory of complex networks. Information attacks of bots were modeled on the basis of known models of profile-injection attacks on recommender systems.
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Introduction

To conduct research in the field of recommendation systems, it is necessary to have a set of data on the actions of users and objects of a system to create and test the quality of recommendation lists. Such data sets can be obtained in the following ways: 1) have access to a database of a real web resource or application; 2) use one of the existing open datasets; 3) create an application for automatic collection of open data from web resources; 4) create a software model of the recommendation system to generate data about its users and objects.

The easiest way to do this is to use an open data set. At the same time, the most complete information for creating and testing the quality of recommendation lists is available to administrators and website owners. They also have the ability to track users' reactions to generated recommendations in real time. But the vast majority of researchers do not have access to such data. In this case, if the information from open datasets is insufficient, there are two ways - parsing open data from websites or create a software simulation model of the recommendation system based on known information about a system (website or application).

The collection of open data from web resources can be done in two ways - either using API-functions [1, 2], or by developing and using the own web crawler [2, 3]. API functions are easy to use, but not all sites provide the opportunity to gather the necessary information thanks to API functions - such functions may be completely absent or have truncated functionality and a number of restrictions and conditions for use. Also, the interface of API functions changes from time to time, and their new versions may contain fewer features [4].

By using your own web crawler, you can collect any publicly available information from the website. But writing a web crawler is a much more difficult task, you need to understand the html-layout of someone else's website, develop your own functions for collecting data from html-code, make changes or completely rewrite the web crawler every time on the website html-layout changes. Also, large websites block automatic data collection if you notice it. One of the promising ways to parsing websites is to use the library to automate the actions of the web browser and its testing Selenium (for Java, C #, Ruby, Python, Javascript) [5]. This library creates time delays between its actions typical of human behavior, which bypasses the protection of websites from automatic data collection, but it also makes its work rather slow and unsuitable for collecting large amounts of data.

The use of open datasets, as well as the collection of data using API-functions or web-crawler from websites do not allow to study the reaction of users to the proposed recommendations and the impact of botnets.

When developing methods to increase the resilience of the recommendation system to information attacks, there is a problem of lack of open data sets to test the quality of their work. There is no bot profile information in the available datasets. Also, such information cannot be collected by parsing open data from websites. And even
system administrators who have access to all the information and can record data on bot attacks are not able to collect such data when it is necessary to test certain algorithms in the right quantity and quality in a given period of time. Therefore, there is a need to create a software simulation model of users and objects of the recommendation system to generate data sets that will also contain bot profiles.

Based on the research conducted in this paper, it was decided to create a software simulation model of user and bot behavior in such systems for the analysis of recommendation systems.

A referral system is a network of connections between users and web resource objects. It can be considered as a kind of social graph. A social graph is a graph whose nodes are social objects (for example, users, user communities, content objects, etc.) and whose edges are social connections between them. It is convenient to present the data of the recommendation system in the form of a graph, where users and objects are the vertices of the graph, and user actions (views, evaluations, etc.) and results of the recommendation system (recommendations, similarities, etc.) are edges.

A review of publications on various methods of modeling social graphs and networks was conducted.

There are several approaches to modeling social networks and social graphs, in particular, the following are most often used [6-20]: models of random graphs [6-11], game-theoretic models [7, 11-14], models of complex networks [7, 15-20] and so on.

It was decided to use the theory of complex (complex) networks to model the relationships between users and objects of the recommendation system, because it allows, compared to other approaches, to model more properties of social graphs [7, 15-25]. A study of the properties of complex networks and methods of their modeling was conducted. Complex networks are stochastic networks with non-trivial topology, in particular, they differ from classical stochastic networks by the presence of a small number of nodes with a large number of connections (such vertices are called hubs) [7, 15-20].

The components of networks that reflect social connections have the following main properties, which are indicated in the studied works by approximately the same list [15-24]: scalelessness, distribution of degrees of nodes (number of connections in nodes) by power distribution, small network diameter, high clustering coefficient and high transitivity coefficient, giant connected component (more than 80% of nodes are interconnected), hierarchical connections are present, complex cluster formations are present (clicks, clans, etc.), assortivity (occurrence connections between vertices that are somewhat similar to each other).

The main known models of generation of stochastic and complex networks: Barabasi-Albert model [15, 16, 24, 26], Erdős-Rényi model [24, 26, 27], Bollobas-Riordan model [26, 28, 29].

The aim of this work is to build a software simulation model of user and bot behavior in the recommendation system of a social network or content-oriented website based on the theory of complex networks and using the Neo4j graph database to study and test methods of creating lists of recommendations.

The proposed method of software simulation of users and objects of the recommendation system consists of two parts:

- Generation of the structure of the social graph of the recommendation system, which has already been proposed in [30].
- And the simulation of the behavior of users and bots of the recommendation system, which will be considered in this paper.

The main material

In this paper, a software simulation model of the behavior of users of the recommendation system was created to test the methods of generating lists of recommendations, in particular, in order to determine and compare the accuracy and stability of different methods.

To model the structure of relations in the social graph of the recommendation system, it was decided to take as a basis, but modify taking into account the specifics of the problem, the principles on which the Barabashi-Albert model is based (namely, "growth" and "desirable accession"), easy to implement and allows you to create a stochastic graph with the properties of social networks. The structure of the social graph was modeled using the graph database Neo4j [31] and the Python programming language. The stages of the proposed method of generating the structure of the social graph of the recommendation system are considered in [30]. The developed model of the social graph of the recommendation network was tested to check the similarity of the properties of the structure of its connections to the structure of real social graphs. The average values of the parameters generated in the proposed software simulation model of social graphs of the recommendation system, which were calculated using Gephi: the average degree of nodes: 5.7, network diameter: 4.0, graph density: 0.22, average clustering factor: 0.61, average path length: 1.98 , which corresponds to the parameters of real social networks.

The next step was to model the behavior of users and bots of the recommendation system. It was decided to develop the model in such a way as to obtain a data set similar to MovieLens datasets [32] in structure and statistical properties.

Stages of the proposed method of software simulation of ordinary users and bots in the recommendation system:

Stage 1. Initialize system parameters, including the choice of the number of users and objects, the number of possible properties in them, the percentage of active users, the percentage of popular objects, the number of time iterations after which the model will complete its work, and so on. If it is necessary to simulate an information attack, the type of attack, the number of bots and the number of attack targets are selected. A set of possible properties for system elements implemented in the model
by hidden factors is created, and element cluster templates are generated based on these properties.

**Stage 2.** Creating a "Grain" of the social graph of the recommendation system - the initial number of users and objects is added to the graph, some number of objects are evaluated. Initial number of users, initial number of objects, and graph density are customizable parameters. Each new user and system object is assigned an offset value, a specific cluster, and a corresponding vector of hidden factor values, which determines the degree to which it belongs to each of the possible properties for the system elements. Estimates in the system are set based on the degree of coincidence of the hidden factors of the user and the object, as well as indicators of their displacements. The probability of viewing an object inside the Grain depends on the specified density of the graph. The probability of rating the viewed object for authentic users depends on the hidden factors of the user (determining his preferences), hidden factors of the object (determining its properties), user offset (which indicates a characteristic systemic underestimation of the user or overestimation of estimates), the displacement of the object (which indicates the quality of the object, which always causes the receipt of estimates higher / lower than similar properties of objects), as well as random displacement (which occurs with a probability of 0-3 % and is a customizable parameter). In "Grain" bot profiles are absent; they begin to join the network at the 3rd stage.

**Stage 3.** Each time iteration of the model, a certain number of users and objects are added to the graph. This number is determined randomly and lies in the range from 0 to N, where N is less than the total number of system elements of the corresponding type. Also, at each iteration of the model time, a number of pairs of users and objects are selected for evaluation. The probability of viewing an object can be determined based on the principle of "desired connection" (1) from the Barabashi-Albert model or its modifications, for example (2):

\[
P_i = \frac{k_j}{\sum_{j} k_j},
\]

\[
P_i = \frac{q_{ij} + q_{2ij} + q_{3ij}}{q_{ij} + q_{2ij} + q_{3ij}},
\]

where \(q_{ij}\) – the number of views in the \(i\)-th object, \(q_{2ij}\) – the number of estimates in the \(i\)-th object, \(q_{3ij}\) – the number of comments in the \(i\)-th object.

The probability of rating a viewed object for authentic users depends on hidden user factors, hidden object factors, user offset, object offset, and random offset. The probability of viewing an object and rating it for bots is determined by the attack model used to create them.

**Stage 4.** Stopping the simulation model, saving the generated data set to a file for further use in methods of forming and testing lists of recommendations.

The software simulation model consists of the following elements: "System user model", "System object model" and "Information process model in the recommendation system".

The system user model has the following parameters:
- Id - user identification number containing a digit;
- Active - takes True - if the user is active (puts more ratings than others) and False – if the activity level is normal;
- Bot - takes True – if the user is a bot (profile is involved in an attack on the referral system) and False - otherwise;
- Type - takes the value "Normal", if the user is not a bot, otherwise it contains the name of the attack applied to the re-recommendation system;
- Character - contains the type of character of the user in relation to the style of grading: "Normal", "Often gives good grades", "Gives only good grades";
- Registration time – contains the time of user registration in the system;
- Time of last activity – contains the time of the last activity of the user;
- Activity stop time - the time when the user stopped using the system;
- Hidden factors - a list of random variables that take values from -1 to 1, length K, which simulates the influence of certain characteristics of the object on the user's judgment about it;
- User offset - a random variable in the range from 1.0 to 1.0, which simulates the user's tendency to underestimate or overestimate the values of objects;
- Time of last preference change - used when necessary to simulate changes in user preferences over time, contains the time of the last overwrite of the list of hidden user factors.

The system object model has the following parameters:
- Id - identification number of the object, containing a digit;
- Popular - takes True - if the object is popular (gets more ratings than others) and False - if the popularity level is normal;
- Type for bots - takes the value "Target" - if the bots need to change the rating of the object in a certain direction and False - otherwise;
- Attack type - takes the value "None" if the object is not targeted, or indicates the type of attack "To decrease the rating", "To increase the rating";
- Add time - contains the time to add the object to the database of the recommendation system;
- Hidden factors - a list of random variables that take values from -1 to 1, length K, which simulates the expression of certain characteristics in the object, which affect the level of interest in the user;
- Object offset - a random variable in the range from -1.0 to 1.0, which simulates the overall quality of the object, which affects user ratings and leads to more low ratings due to low quality or more often high scores due to high quality project.

The parameters of users and system objects are set during the creation and initialization of the corresponding instances of objects, and some of them may change during the operation of the program.
The model of information processes in the system has the following parameters:

- Rating matrix – contains a matrix of adjacency of the graph, in which the vertices are users and objects, and the evaluation edges are set by users to objects.
- Time matrix – contains a matrix of adjacency of the graph, in which the vertices are users and objects, and the edges are the time of evaluation of user-supplied objects.
- Set of possible estimates – contains a set of estimates that users can expose to objects, in the developed model the set of estimates is represented by the following list [0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0], which means the ability to rate in the form of the number of stars, a maximum of 5 stars, you can choose half a star.
- User list - contains a list of system users, instances of the User class.
- Object list – contains a list of system objects, instances of the Object class.
- Start time of the model – contains time in Unix time stamp format.
- Current model run time – contains the time in Unix time stamp format, which indicates the time of the last action in the system.
- List of bots – contains a list of bots in the developed model.
- Target list – contains a list of bot attack targets in the developed model.
- Number of clusters - contains a specified number of clusters, which can be divided into elements of the system based on data about their hidden factors.
- Cluster templates – contains a list of templates for modeling hidden factors of users / objects. In total, 19 random templates were created in the model to generate elements that may belong to 19 different clusters. Also in the model you can choose the option of modeling a certain percentage of elements that do not belong to the generated clusters.

The following functions were implemented to model the behavior of users and objects and information processes of the recommendation system:

- Model launch – starts the process of modeling users and objects of the recommendation system.
- Save model data to a file – saves all data and parameters of the developed software simulation model of users, objects and processes of the recommendation system to a file.
- Generating system elements – creating a given number of users and system objects and assigning them parameters.
- Generation of elements of clusters of elements – allows to generate templates of the hidden factors of elements for creation in the subsequent set of the elements relating to certain clusters.
- Generation of hidden factors of elements on the basis of cluster templates – at the input receives a cluster template, at the output provides a list of hidden factors that randomly differ from the data in the template, so as not to go beyond the cluster, but have their own unique values of factors.

- Generation of hidden factors of elements outside of clusters - generation of the list of hidden factors of an element randomly without use of templates.
- Grain generation of a social graph – creates an initial social graph of the recommendation system based on a given initial number of users, objects and graph density.
- Iterative model construction – allows you to simulate the change of time.
- One iteration of the model – within this function are called all the functions that implement the behavior of users and the work of the recommendation system at the current time.
- Generation of the current operating time of the model - the generation of the time interval between two events in the system – a random variable that lies in a given range.
- Adding a user to the system – modeling the process of user registration in the recommendation system, the user gets the time of registration and the opportunity to view objects and give them ratings.
- Adding an object to the system – modeling the process of adding an object to the database of the recommendation system, the object gets the time of adding to the database and the ability to receive views and ratings.
- Determining the probability of viewing an object – based on the principle of “Preferred connection” is determined by the probability of viewing a particular object by a particular user.
- Determining the probability of occurrence of the assessment - based on the principle of "Desired accession" is determined by the probability of assessment of a particular object by a particular user.
- Generation of an estimate based on the hidden factors of the respective object and user. The score for a user-object pair is determined by the following formulas:

\[
d_{u,m} = \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{n} f_{u,i} - f_{m,i}}{n},
\]

\[
r_{u,m} = \Psi \left( 5d_{u,m} + h_{u} + b_{m} \right).
\]

where \(d_{u,m}\) – the distance between user \(u\) and object \(m\) in the multidimensional space of hidden factors, can take values from 0 to 1; \(n\) – the number of hidden factors in the system; \(f_{u,i}\) – \(i\)-th hidden user \(u\) factor; \(f_{m,i}\) – \(i\)-th hidden factor of the object \(m\); \(h_{u}\) – user offset in object evaluation (content level); \(b_{m}\) – object offset in obtaining assessments (content quality level); \(\Psi()\) – a function that converts the resulting fractional number into a discrete number from a set of estimates [0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0], for example, if the number is in the range from (4.000 - \(k\)) to (4.500 - \(k\)), where \(k\) is a small number (in the model was taken \(k = 0.05\)), it is converted to a score of 4.0.

- The decision to make an assessment and its adjustment. After the user "viewed" the object, and based
on hidden factors, it was determined which rating for the object corresponds to his preferences, this function is used, which determines the fact that the user will decide to put the viewed object evaluation. Also in this function, a slight adjustment of the assessment based on random factors is possible. With the help of this function, the probability of occurrence of estimates can be approximated to the frequencies of occurrence of estimates in the data set MovieLens datasets.

The model also developed bot rating generators for different types of attacks. Three known models of attacks on the recommendation system by injection of profiles [33-37] were used to generate bot estimates: random, medium and popular attacks.

- Random attack estimate generation – creates estimates for bot object pairs, where the bot randomly attacks the referral network. Generating a score for a random attack to increase the rating is as follows:

\[
r_{u,m} = \begin{cases} 
\text{randomPattern()}, & \text{if an object is "random"} \\
5.0, & \text{if an object is "target"}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{randomPattern()} \) is a function that generates random estimates with given values of the probability of occurrence.

- Estimation for average attack – creates estimates for bot object pairs, where the bot performs an average attack on the referral network. The generation of the score for the average attack on the rating upgrade is as follows:

\[
r_{u,m} = \begin{cases} 
\text{average Pattern()}, & \text{if an object is "random"} \\
5.0, & \text{if an object is "target"}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{average Pattern()} \) is a function that generates an average estimate for a randomly selected object.

- Generate a rating for a popular attack – creates ratings for bot object pairs, where the bot performs a popular attack on the referral network. The rating for a popular rating upgrade attack is generated as follows:

\[
r_{u,m} = \begin{cases} 
\text{popular Pattern()}, & \text{if an object is "random"} \\
5.0, & \text{if an object is "target"}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \text{popular Pattern()} \) – function that generates for a randomly selected object from a set of popular objects its average rating.

- Determining the probability of changing preferences - used when necessary to simulate changes in preferences of system users over time, determines the probability that at the current time the specified user will change their preferences, if the time is known when he last changed preferences.

- Change user preferences – replaces the hidden factors of the specified user.

Thus, the Neo4j database provides all the necessary tools to create a software simulation model of the social graph, which can be further used to model and study the behavior of users and bots in referral systems.

The advantages of the Neo4j database are a flexible data model, real-time analysis, easy data retrieval and filtering capabilities, scalability and reliability, the presence of a visual interface, as well as the existence of the Neo4j Aura application for use as a cloud service.

The social graph of the recommendation system in the software simulation model had the following format: vertices - users and objects, edges – connections such as "rated", "like", "recommended", etc. Both vertices and edges contain sets of parameters that correspond to the available information about them. For example, the "rated" edge contains the evaluation value and timestamp, and the user type vertex contains all the data fields that correspond to the parameters of the user model in the system.

A series of experiments was performed to verify the operability of the developed software simulation model. Many datasets were generated during the experiments. Each data set was divided into a working and a test sample. Based on the test sample, the accuracy of prediction of preferences was checked. The results of the experiments showed that the jitter of the studied values of accuracy, completeness and RMSE prediction of preferences in most practical cases confidently fits into the allowable limits of fluctuations, and therefore user behavior in the software model was not random, but simulated the behavior of real users with certain preferences. This confirms the reliability of the developed software simulation model of the recommendation system.

The results of the experiments are shown in fig. 1-3. During the experiments, the values of the following indicators were calculated: \( p^{(i)}_{\text{prec}} \) – precision prediction of preferences, \( p^{(i)}_{\text{rec}} \) – recall completeness and RMSE preference recognition error.
Fig. 1. Graph of changes in random characteristics of the frequency of correct prediction of preferences $p_{\text{prec}}^{(i)}$.

Fig. 2. Graph of changes in random characteristics of the frequency of correct prediction of preferences $p_{\text{rec}}^{(i)}$.

Fig. 3. Graph of changes in random frequency characteristics of RMSE preference recognition.

Fig. 1-3 shows graphs of changes in random frequency characteristics $p_{\text{prec}}^{(i)}$, $p_{\text{rec}}^{(i)}$, and RMSE preference recognition, respectively. Also, these figures show the allowable limits of oscillation of these random variables, obtained as a result of the simulation.

As can be seen from the figures, jitter studied the random characteristics $p_{\text{prec}}^{(i)}$, $p_{\text{rec}}^{(i)}$, and RMSE preference recognition in most practical cases confidently fits within acceptable limits. This confirms the reliability of the developed software simulation model of the recommendation system.

Conclusions

This paper proposes a method of software simulation of users and objects of the recommendation system for a social network or for a content-oriented website, which allows you to generate data sets for testing algorithms for generating recommendations. The developed method allows modeling the behavior of both regular users and bots, which makes it possible to create data sets to test the resilience of recommendation systems to information attacks, as well as the effectiveness of methods for detecting and neutralizing botnets. The structure of relationships between users and objects of the recommendation system was modeled using the theory of complex networks. Information attacks of bots were modeled on the basis of known models of attacks by injection of profiles on recommendation systems.

Further research in this area may be aimed at building software simulations of social graphs based on the theory of complex networks and using the graph database Neo4j to study not only the recommendation systems of social networks and content-oriented websites,
but also other applications and processes occurring in social media, in particular, the processes of dissemination of information and information influences, applications with reputational systems, etc.
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МЕТОД ПРОГРАМНОГО ІМІТАЦІЙНОГО МОДЕЛЮвання ПОВЕДІНКИ КОРИСТУВАЧІВ ТА БОТІВ У РЕКОМЕНДАЦІЙНІЙ СИСТЕМІ З ВИКОРИСТАННЯМ ГРАФОВОЇ БАЗИ ДАННИХ NEO4J

Метою даної роботи є розробка методу програмного імітаційного моделювання поведінки звичайних користувачів і ботів у рекомендаційній системі на основі теорії складних мереж для можливості тестування точності і стійкості різних алгоритмів формування рекомендацій. Задача: розробити програму імітаційну модель поведінки користувачів та ботів у рекомендаційній системі з можливістю генерації наборів даних для тестування алгоритмів формування рекомендацій.

Методи дослідження: теорія графів, теорія складних мереж, теорії статистики, теорії ймовірностей, методи об’єкто-орієнтованого програмування та методи роботи з графовими базами даних. Результати. Запропоновано метод програмного імітаційного моделювання користувачів та об’єктів рекомендаційної системи, що складається з генерації структур соціального графу рекомендаційної системи та симуляції поведінки користувачів і ботів у ній. Було проведено серію експериментів для перевірки працездатності розробленої програмної імітаційної моделі. У ході експериментів було згенеровано множину робочих та тестових наборів даних. На основі робочої вибірки здійснилася прогнозування випадків користувачів методом колаборативної фільтрації. На основі тестової вибірки перевірялася точність прогнозування випадків. Результати проведених експериментів показали, що джиттер досліджуваних значень точності, повноти та RMSE прогнозування випадків у більшості практичних випадків визначено вкладається в допустимі межі коливань, а отже поведінка користувачів у програмній моделі не була
Метод програмного імітаційного моделювання поведінки польовців та ботов в рекомендаційній системі

Об'єктом аналізу є процес програмного імітаційного моделювання сложних систем. Ціль даної роботи — розробка методи програмного імітаційного моделювання поведінки реальних користувачів та ботов в рекомендаційній системі на основі теорії сложних систем для можливості тестування точності та стойкості різних алгоритмів формування рекомендацій. Задача: розробити програмну імітаційну модель поведінки користувачів та ботов в рекомендаційній системі з можливістю генерації наборів даних для тестування алгоритмів формування рекомендацій.

Методи інструментарию: теорія графів, теорія сложних систем, теорія статистики, теорія вероятностей, методи об'єктивно-орієнтованого програмування.

Результати: проведені експерименти вказують на точність і стабільність моделі, яка може бути використана для тестування ефективності методів виявлення та нейтралізації бот-мереж.

Висновки: розроблений метод дозволяє моделювати поведінку як звичайних користувачів, так і ботов, це дає можливість створювати набори даних для тестування стабільності рекомендаційних систем до інформаційних атак, а також для тестування точності методів виявлення та нейтралізації бот-мереж.

Структура зв'язків між користувачами та об'єктами рекомендаційної системи моделювалася за допомогою теорії сложних мереж. Інформаційні атаки ботів моделювалися на основі відомих моделей атак ін'єкцією профілів на рекомендаційні системи.

Ключові слова: рекомендаційні системи; програмне моделювання; імітаційне моделювання; складні мережі; соціальні мережі; соціальний граф; мережа ботів; атаки ін'єкцією профілів; веб-сайти; бази даних.
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